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IN   THE   COURT   OF   THE    SESSIONS    JUDGE,  :::::::::::::::   Udalguri 

 Present :-    BK SEN 
                   Sessions Judge, 
                   Udalguri 

Sessions Case No. 76 of 2015 

U/s. 302/201/34 IPC. 

                 State of Assam …………………………………..Complainant 

                                                      -Versus- 

                  1. Ratan Boro 

                   2. Namalu Boro 

                   3. Sanjib Boro……………………. Accused persons 

Appearance 

 For the prosecution          :  Mr B. K. Chetry, Addl. Public prosecutor 

 For the  defence                : Mr. M. Khaklary, Advocate. 

                                          Mr. D. Saharia , Advocate 

                                Date of argument   :  22.09.2016. 

                                Date of judgment   :  06.10.2016 

JUDGMENT 

    The prosecution case starts with the ejahar dated 8.11.14 lodged by Sri 

Bhuban Ch. Boro, with the Officer-in-charge, Khoirabari police station stating, 

inter-alia, that on 30.10.2014 his elder brother, Mohan Chandra Boro went out 

riding his Scooty bearing No. AS-27A-1383 (Honda Activa) in connection with 

his business. A missing entry was made with the police station on 5.11.14. On 

8.11.14 dead body of Mohan Ch. Boro was recovered on the bank of river 

Dimila at village Bahmulla. The dead body was found buried on the bank of the 

river. Said vehicle was also found in buried condition along with the dead body. 

On the basis of the said ejahar (Ext.1) Khoirabari  Police station case No.50/14 

under section 302/201 IPC was registered.  Police held usual investigation. At 

the conclusion of investigation charge sheet was laid against the accused 

persons under section 302/201IPC.     
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2. The offence punishable U/S 302 IPC being triable exclusively by the 

court of Sessions, by order dated 10.06.2015  passed by the learned Judicial 

Magistrate 1st class, Udalguri, in GR Case No.1219/14, the case was committed 

to the court of Sessions. The learned predecessor of this court upon perusal of 

the materials on record and hearing the learned counsel of the parties found a 

prime facie case U/S 302/201/34 IPC to frame charge against the accused 

persons and the charge was framed accordingly. The charge so framed U/S 

302/201/34 IPC was read over and explained to accused persons to which they 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. The prosecution examined 16 (sixteen) witnesses including I.Os and 

Medical officer in order to bring home the charge against the accused person 

whereas the defence examined none. In their statement recorded under 

section 313 CrPC accused persons totally denied to have committed the alleged 

crime and stated that they have been falsely implicated. 

4.                            POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

(i) Whether the accused persons committed murder intentionally 

causing the death of Mohan Ch. Boro? 

(ii) Whether the accused persons caused the evidence of the 

commission of murder of said deceased to disappear with the intention 

of screening themselves from legal punishment?  

(iii) Whether the accused persons acted in furtherance of their common 

intention ? 

5.     I have heard argument advanced by the learned counsel of the parties 

and perused the case record. 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

6.      PW1, Bhuban Ch. Boro is the informant of this case. He is the younger 

brother of the victim.  PW1 proved the ejahar marked Ext.1 with his signature 

thereon marked Ext. 1(1). He stated that on 30.10.14 his elder brother, Mohan 

Ch. Boro came out to Chowk riding his scooty and since then he could not be 

traced out. He informed the matter to police station. Thereafter dead body of 
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Mohan Boro was recovered on 8/11/14. The dead body was found in buried 

condition along with his motorcycle. He identified the dead body and noticed 

injury upon the dead body.   

7.       PW2, Hiren ch. Boro, testified that the dead body of Mohan ch. Boro 

was recovered which was found buried. At the time of recovery of the dead 

body by the police he was present there. Ext.2 is the inquest report with his 

signature thereon marked Ext 2(2). This witness stated that it is not known to 

him who killed Mohan Boro.  

8.   PW3, Bakul Basumatary, deposed that on the previous day of the 

occurrence he saw the accused persons loitering in the village. The dead body 

was recovered on the bank of the river at village Bahmulla. During 

investigation police got his statement recorded u/s 164 Crpc. Ext.3 is his 

statement u/s 164 CrPC and Ext.3(1) is his signature thereon.  

9.     PW4, Smt.  Rashmi Boro, deposed that the accused persons are known to 

her. The occurrence took place around 8 months ago. On that night accused 

persons took away Mohan Boro by covering his face. She claims to have seen 

the accused persons. Thereafter dead body of Mohan Boro was recovered on 

the river bank being found in buried condition. The dead body was identified 

by the family members of the deceased.  

 In her cross examination it is revealed that her house is situated at a 

distance of about 4-5 kms. from the house of the deceased Mohan Boro. In 

reply to defence question she stated that she did not disclose the incident of 

taking away of Mohan Boro by accused Ratan and Namalu Boro by covering his 

face to any of the villagers. At the time of occurrence at about 8 pm it was 

dark. Deceased Mohan Boro is known to her. There are about 40-50 houses at 

her village and till 8/9 pm the people are usually seen travelling through the 

village path. The location of the house of the accused persons is not known to 

her. 

10.     PW5, Smt. Sonathi Boro, stated that accused Ratan and Namalu are 

known to her. Rest accused is not known to her. She testified that the 

occurrence took place around 8pm about one year ago. She stated that victim 

Mohan Boro came to her house and while he was sitting at her house accused 
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persons appeared there and took away Mohan Boro with them covering his 

face. Thereafter she came to know that Mohan Boro was killed and his dead 

body was recovered.   

 In her cross examination this witness stated that the name of the 

deceased was not known to her. Before the occurrence the deceased did not 

visit her house. PW4 is her mother-in-law. Name of the accused was not 

known to her beforehand. She came to know the name of the accused persons 

afterwards. Her mother-in-law(PW4) told her the name of the accused 4-5 

days after the recovery of the dead body. This witness further stated that it 

was dark at the time of occurrence and accused were not known to her before 

the occurrence. There are many residents in her village. She stated that she 

did not disclose about the occurrence to anybody else at the material period of 

the occurrence. This witness further stated in cross that she could not see the 

accused properly due to darkness. 

11.       PW6, Atul Boro, came to know that somebody killed Mohan Boro and 

buried the dead body on the river bank. He stated that he saw some unknown 

persons loitering in their village before and after the occurrence. He further 

stated that PW4 told him that accused Ratan and Namalu took away Mohan 

Boro. 

 In his cross, this witness categorically stated that the accused are not 

known to him. 

12. PW7, Hareswar Boro, came to know about the occurrence after the 

recovery of the dead body of the deceased, Mohan Boro. He saw the dead 

body. The dead body was found buried on the bank of the river and the same 

was disinterred. 

13.    PW8, Mangiri Boro, is the son of deceased Mohan Boro. Informant is 

paternal uncle of this witness. At the time of occurrence he was at Uttar 

Pradesh. He came to know that somebody kidnapped his father and killed him. 

It is revealed in his cross examination that he arrived home after his father was 

taken to cremation ground. He is not aware as to who killed his father. 
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14.  PW9, Dilip Basumatary, could learn from the informant (PW1) that 

somebody killed Mohan Boro and thereafter the dead body was buried. The 

dead body was recovered on the river bank being found in buried condition. At 

that time many people were present there and this witness was also present at 

the time of recovery of the dead body. Police seized some articles from the 

place of occurrence.  Ext. 4 is the seizure list and Ext. 4(1) is the signature of 

this witness.  

15.  PW10, Pankaj Saikia, is a seizure witness. He stated that a dead body 

was recovered on the river bank. It was disinterred. Police seized some articles 

from the place of occurrence in presence of witnesses. Ext.4 is the said seizure 

list with his signature thereon marked Ext4(2). 

16.  PW11, Dr. Bhadra Kanta Sharma, conducted postmortem examination 

over the dead body of deceased Mohan Ch. Boro on 9/11/14 at Udalguri Civil 

Hospital on being identified by UBC Ratul Sharma and Bhuban Ch. Boro(PW1) 

in connection with Khoirabari P.S GDE No. 81 dated 5/11/14 and found as 

follows-  

“EXTERNAL APPEARENCE:- Semi decomposed; clothing- white ganjee, blue 

sporting, pink shirt, blue long pant. Wounds- position and character- not 

identified. Bruise-position, size and nature- not identified. Mark of ligature on 

neck dissection etc- 3 nos. of ligature clothes around neck with 3 knots in 

each. 

ABDOMEN:- Walls- semi decomposed. Peritoneum- semi decomposed. Mouth, 

pharynx and oesophagus- semi decomposed. Stomach and its contents- semi 

decomposed. Small intestine and its contents- semi decomposed. Large 

intestine and its contents- semi decomposed. 

CRANIUM SPINAL CANAL:- Scalp, Skull, Vertabrae- semi decomposed. 

Membrane- semi decomposed. Brain and spinal cord- semi decomposed. Liver- 

semi decomposed. Spleen- semi decomposed. Kidneys- semi decomposed. 

Bladder- semi decomposed. Organs of generation, extema and Internal- semi 

decomposed.  
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THORAX:-  Walls, ribs and cartilages- walls decomposed, ribs intact. Pleurae- 

semi decomposed. Larynx and trachea- semi decomposed. Right lung- semi 

decomposed. Left lung- semi decomposed. Pericardium- semi decomposed. 

Heart- semi decomposed. Vessels- semi decomposed.  

MUSCLES, BONES AND JOINTS:- Injury- not identified. Disease or deformity- 

not identified. Fracture- not identified. Dislocation- not identified. 

MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INJURY, DISEASE:-  

1. Body is Semi decomposed. 

2. 3 nos. of ligature cloth with 3 knots in each.” 

Doctor(PW11) opined that the cause of death is asphyxia as a result of 

strangulation and homicidal in nature. Time since death approximately 7-14 

days. 

Ext.4 is the post-mortem report in respect of the deceased Mohan Ch. Boro 

and Ext.4(1) is the signature of the doctor(PW11). 

17.  PW12, Anil Sonwal, ASI of Police and PW16, Bakul Kakati, Officer-in-

charge of Khairabari P.S are the Investigating officers of this case. PW16 

entrusted the PW12 with preliminary investigation of Khoirabari P.S Case No. 

50/14. During investigation PW12 visited the place of occurrence and prepared 

sketch map. Ext.6 is the sketch map of the place of occurrence and Ext.6(1) is 

the signature of PW12. He stated that on 5/11/14 Bhuban Ch. Boro(PW1) 

informed at the police station that his brother(deceased) was missing. 

Accordingly, Khoirabari P.S GDE No. 81 dated 5/11/14 was recorded. During 

investigation he recorded the statement of the witnesses. Dead body of the 

deceased was recovered from the burial ground beside the river Dimila. One 

Scotty, one passbook in the name of the deceased, one ATM of SBI,  2 nos. 

Mobile Handsets, 3 nos. mobile sim cards, one PAN card in the name of 

deceased, one Registration certificate of Scooty in the name of deceased were 

found at the P.O and the same were seized through a seizure list marked Ext. 

4 and Ext.4(3) is the signature of PW12. He found a spade nearby the dead 

body and the same was seized. Ext. 7 is the said seizure list with his signature 

thereon marked Ext.7(1). Executive magistrate (PW15) held inquest over the 
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dead body of the deceased. I.O (PW12) sent the dead body for postmortem 

examination. After completion of preliminary investigation, he handed over the 

case diary to the O.C of Khairabari Police station. 

18.  PW16, Bakul Kakaty, OC Khairabari P.S, is the Investigating Officer of 

this case. On 25/2/15 as directed by senior Police officer he had taken up the 

charge of investigation of Khairabari P.S Case No. 50/14  u/s 302/201 IPC. 

During Investigation he perused the case diary and recorded the statement of 

witnesses, Smt. Rashmi Boro and Bakul Boro. He produced said Rashmi Boro 

before the Magistrate for recording her statement u/s 164Crpc. On completion 

of investigation charge sheet was laid against accused Ratan Boro, Namalu 

Boro and Sanjib Boro u/s302/201 IPC.  Ext. 9 is the charge sheet with his 

signature thereon marked Ext. 9(1).  

19.  PW13, Pramod Baruah, is the Bench Assistant attached to the Court of 

Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri. On 12/11/14 Mrs. Gitali Rabha, Addl. 

CJM, Udalguri recorded the statement of witness, Bhuban Ch.Boro u/s164 CrPC 

in connection with Khairabari P.S Case No.50/14. Ext.10 is the 164 CrPC 

statement of said witness. Ext.10(1) is the signature of Mrs. G Rabha, the then 

Addl. CJM, Udalguri. On the next day i.e, on 13/11/14 Mrs. G Rabha, the then 

Addl. CJM, Udalguri, recorded the statement of Hiren Ch. Boro and Kamindra 

Bassumatary u/s164 CrPC in connection with the aforesaid P.S Case. Ext. 11 

and Ext. 12 are the statement of aforesaid two witnesses respectively. 

Ext.11(1) and Ext 12(1) are the signature of Mrs. G Rabha, the then Addl. CJM 

Udalguri. 

20.  PW14, Kamindra Bassumatary, deposed that at around 1 Pm dead body 

of Mohan Boro was recovered from the cremation ground beside the river. 

Dead body was found buried along with the Scotty. At the time of recovery he 

was present and could identify the dead body to be of Mohan Boro. Police got 

his statement recorded u/s164 CrPC. Ext.12 is the statement of this witness 

with his signature thereon marked 12(2) & 12(3). 

21. PW15, Pranjit Kumar Warry, Executive Magistrate held inquest over the 

dead body of Mohan Ch. Boro on 8/11/14 in connection with Khairabari P.S 
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Case No. 50/14 in presence of the witnesses. He prepared the inquest report 

marked Ext.2 with his signature thereon marked Ext2(3). 

22. There is no dispute over the identity of the dead body.  Medical 

evidence shows that the dead body was found in semi decomposed state. 

“Three numbers of ligature cloths around the neck with three knots in each” 

were found on the person of the deceased. It is abundantly made it clear by 

the doctor (PW11) who conducted post mortem examination over the dead 

body of the deceased that the cause of death is due to asphyxia as a result of 

strangulation which is homicidal in nature. It is to be ascertained now who 

strangulated the deceased causing his death. Medical evidence clearly shows 

that it is case of murder.  

23. There is no direct evidence in this case to have witnessed the 

occurrence of murder of the deceased. The prosecution in order to prove its 

case mainly relied upon the evidence of PW3, PW4, PW5 and PW6. Informant 

(PW1) who is the younger brother of the deceased, Mohan Boro stated in his 

evidence that on 30.10.14, the deceased came out of home riding his Scooty 

but he did not return. Thereupon he made a missing entry with Khairabari 

police station on 5.11.14. Thereafter dead body was recovered on 8.11.14 in 

buried condition beside the river Dimila after it was disinterred. PW3 claims 

that on the previous day of the occurrence he saw the accused persons 

loitering in his village. This evidence of the PW3 does not appear sufficient to 

connect the accused persons to the occurrence. It is revealed in the evidence 

of PW3 that he does not know who killed the deceased.  It is the version of 

PW4, Smti. Rashmi Boro, that she witnessed accused Ratan and Namalu 

abducting the deceased covering his face. In reply to defence question this 

witness clearly stated that she did not disclose the incident of taking away of 

deceased Mohan Boro by covering his face by accused Ratan and Namalu to 

any of the villagers. The deceased as it revealed from the evidence on record 

came out of his house on 30.10.14 and his dead body was recovered on 

8.11.14.  If the PW4 saw the accused Ratan and Namalu taking away the 

deceased on the night of 30.10.14, it is mysterious as to why she did not 

disclose the matter to the villagers immediately after the occurrence. In this 

aspect evidence of PW4 is totally silent. This creates a doubt about the 
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truthfulness of the version of the PW4 to have seen accused Ratan and Namalu 

abducting the deceased. There is no whisper in the evidence of PW4 as to why 

she did not divulge as to what she had claimed to have seen to any of the 

persons of the locality immediately after the occurrence if she could identify 

them. PW5, Smti. Sonathi Boro is the daughter-in-law of PW4. She claimed 

that deceased Mohan Boro came to their house at around 8 PM and while the 

deceased was sitting in their house accused persons took away the deceased 

with them after covering his face. It is revealed  in her cross-examination that 

after 4/ 5 days of the recovery of the dead body of the deceased her mother-

in-law (PW4) disclosed the names of the accused to her. Evidence of PW5 is 

found to be self contradictory. Accused were not known to her prior to the 

occurrence. She stated that it was dark at the time of occurrence and due to 

darkness she could not see the accused properly. It is revealed in her evidence 

that there are many residents in their village but she did not disclose the 

occurrence to anybody else. The conduct of the PW5 in not disclosing the 

occurrence to any of the village people at the material period creates doubt as 

to the genuineness and truthfulness of the veracity of her evidence to have 

seen the accused persons abducting the deceased after covering his face. This 

witness also remained silent in her evidence as to the reason preventing her to 

disclose the occurrence to anybody else immediately after the occurrence or at 

the earliest. Evidence of PW6, Atul Boro does not help the prosecution case. 

Accused persons are not known to him. He saw some unknown persons 

loitering in the village before and after the occurrence. His evidence does not 

implicate the accused persons to the alleged crime in any manner. Prosecution 

has not offered any explanation as to why the PW4 and PW5 remained silent 

all along after the occurrence as stated by them. It is quite natural that in such 

a situation of abduction, a person seeing the occurrence would immediately 

narrate the occurrence to a nearby person so that the culprit could be 

apprehended. From the evidence of PW4 it reveals that there are 40/50 houses 

in their village meaning thereby that their village is thickly populated. It is also 

revealed in her evidence that till 8/9 PM people of the village are usually seen 

travelling through the village path. It is therefore clear that the PW4 and PW5 

had every scope to disclose the occurrence to any person of the locality at the 

material period and seek help for recovery of the deceased. The evidence of 
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the PWs 4 and 5 does not inspire confidence of the court. It appears that the 

PWs 4 and 5 suppressed the fact as to what had actually happened. The 

prosecution failed to bring on record any direct evidence or circumstantial 

evidence to connect any of the accused persons to the alleged crime.  

Evidence on record is found to be insufficient to conclude that none but the 

accused persons committed the murder of the deceased and thereafter buried 

the dead body.  

24.      In view of the foregoing discussion I find and hold  that the prosecution 

failed to prove its case beyond all reasonable doubt and hence the accused are 

entitled to get acquittal on benefit of doubt. 

25.        In the result, all the accused persons acquitted of the charge giving 

them benefit of doubt. Accused are in custody. Set them at liberty. Issue 

release order accordingly if they are not wanted in any other case. 

26.           Destroy the seized spade in due course of law.  Other seized articles 

shall be returned to their respective owner(s) in due course of law. 

                 This case stands disposed off. 

                 Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 6th day of 

October, 2016. 

 

                                                                                  Sessions Judge, 
                                                                                       Udalguri. 
                                                                                                                     
Dictated and corrected by me  
                                        
         Sessions Judge, 
              Udalguri. 
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APPENDIX 

A.     Prosecution witness 

1. Sri Bhuban Ch. Boro ........PW1. 

2.Sri  Hiren Ch. Boro ...........PW2. 

3.Sri Bakul Basumatary ....... PW3. 

4. Smt. Rasmi Boro.............. PW4. 

5. Smt. Sonathi Boro ............PW5. 

6. Sri Atul Boro.................... PW6. 

7.Sri Hareswar Boro .............PW7  

8. Sri Mangiri Boro .............. PW8 

9. Sri Dilip Basumatary .........PW9 

10. Sri Pankaj Saikia .............PW10 

11. Dr. Bhadra Kanta Sharma..PW11(M.O) 

12. Sri Anil Sonwal ................PW12(I.O) 

!3. Sri Promod Baruah ...........PW13 

14 Sri Kamindra Basumatary....PW14 

15. Sri Pranjit Kr. Warry.......... PW15 

16. Sri Bakul Kakati ................PW16(I.O) 

B.     Defence witness 

            NIL 

C.  Prosecution exhibit 

1.  Ext. 1     Ejahar 

2. Ext. 2                     Inquest report. 
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3. Ext.3                      Statement u/s 164 CrPC of PW3 

4. Ext.4                      Seizure list 

5. Ext.5                      Post-mortem report 

6.Ext.6            Sketch Map 

7.Ext.7                       Seizure list 

8. Ext.8                      Certified copy of GDE No.81 dated 5.11.14. 

9. Ext.9                      Charge sheet. 

10. Ext. 10                Statement u/s 164 CrPC of PW1. 

11. Ext. 11                Statement u/s 164 CrPC of PW2 

 12. Ext. 12               Statement u/s 164 CrPC of PW14.                     

 

D.  Defence exhibit 

             NIL 

                                                                                                                                
       Sessions Judge, 
                                                                              Udalguri. 

 

                        

 

                                                                                          

                                                                                    

                                    

 


